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The Kolmogorov argument for the existence of an inertial range is reexamined in situations for which
neither Fourier modes nor homogeneity and local isotropy are natural assumptions. Scaling arguments
are shown which are still valid, and generalizations to the ——, law are given for the eigenvalue spectrum
of the two-point velocity-correlation matrix. Results from several diff'erent numerical simulations are
presented. Data derived from simulations of channel and convection flows show that a sensible inertial
range appears at very modest Reynolds numbers.
PACS numbers: 47.25.—c
(2)
ti = (v'/e) '"= I/tc .
It is then argued that for Reynolds number Re
=UL/v t ~, and k &&L, the spectrum should take on
a universal form independent of the driving mechanisms
and dependent only upon the energy transfer rate t. ; di-
mensional reasoning then yields
ek ""/e'" =f(k/~) . (4)
With the added assumption of local isotropy,
e =E(k)/4nk ', (s)
where E(k) is the energy density per unit scalar wave
number on a sphere with radius of wave number k, so
that the universal form is given by
E(k)k-"'/. "'=F(k/~) .
The idea of the inertial subrange' has had a pro-
found effect on research in turbulence (see Refs. 3-5 for
reviews). In particular, a number of experimental inves-
tigations have demonstrated the presence of the famous
power law of the Kolmogorov spatial-energy spec-
trum over relatively large ranges of wave numbers, when
the Reynolds number (Re) of the flow is large. ' (In
all instances, only one-dimensional spectra have been as-
sayed. ) The universal features of the inertial range also
lie at the heart of most theoretical attempts to reduce
the turbulent form of the Navier-Stokes (NS) equa-
tions.
The Kolmogorov spectrum may be approached
through dimensional reasoning. In particular, if one con-
siders the energy density spectrum of the velocity
fO fO
e=— u dx= 8(k)dk, (1)V~
then, since the dimension of e is velocity squared,
dim [e] =l'/t ',
dim [A'] =I '/t '.
Next, one defines the dissipation rate, e =U /L, where U
is a characteristic velocity and L a characteristic length.
Then since the kinematic viscosity v is such that
dim [v] =l /t, it follows that the Kolmogorov length scale
js
I""'(x)] (10)
an ensemble of states on the turbulent attractor [say
v" =v(x, t„) where the flow is sampled at uniform
times]. We suppose that the mean flow has been sub-
tracted, so that
(v) =0,
where the brackets denote an ensemble average. The
two-point correlation matrix is defined by the outer prod-
The inertial range is obtained by assuming in addition,
L ' « l«&x (7)
from which it follows that
(8)
or equivalently for energy per vector wave number,
2/3k —I I/3 (9)
Landau and Lifshitz' have suggested that intermittency
would modify (8). For this reason Kolmogorov pro-
posed a log-normal model for dealing with intermittency,
and Mandelbrot' ' has shown that intermittency might
lead to a steeper falloff than (11) below (see also the ar-
ticle by Frisch'"). One may show this does not conflict
with the arguments of dimensional reasoning and since
this plays no essential role here we leave this point
without further discussion.
The derivation given above assumes a Fourier spectral
representation which is justified only for turbulence
which is statistically stationary under translations in all
directions. Following (5) above, the further assumption
of isotropy under any rotation at any point is made as
well. Here we extend the Kolmogorov argument to the
much commoner situations for which full translational
invariance and isotropy are not applicable or natural.
Instead, we use the empirical eigenfunction approach as
a framework for this development, ' since these eigen-
functions constitute an intrinsically defined and optimal
basis set. This we now discuss briefly.
We continue to consider turbulent flows which are sta-
tistically stationary in time and denote the velocity by
v (v f v2 v3), and by
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e = „r,(x)r;(x)dx) =Tr)(=g).„,
n
(i4)
with
dim [e] =dim[a„] =l'/t '. (is)
An eigenvalue k„represents the average energy allocated
to the projection of the velocity field along the corre-
sponding mode I(II"). Thus the summation in (14) repre-
sents the natural generalization from homogeneous tur-
bulence, of the energy integral in Fourier space, (1).
Each k„represents the energy in the corresponding state,
and is a generalization of C(k) and carries the same
physical dimensions.
Next, we apply dimensional reasoning to the general-
ized energy spectrum for two computational simulations
for which sufficient data exist to explore the results.
Channel /Io)v (Refs. 25-27).—We consider plane
Poiseuille flow in the x direction, of infinite extent in the
spanwise y direction, and bounded in the vertical direc-
tion by parallel planes spaced a distance L apart. Be-
cause x and y are homogeneous directions an empirical
eigenfunction has the form
P v =@ ~ (z;k„k,, )exp(ik, x+ik~y), (i6)
and hence
X =X ~ (k„,k, ;U, L, v) . (i7)
Here q represents the "vertical quantum number" of the
correlation operator, and we have introduced the param-
eters of the problem.
If we apply to (17) the dimensional reasoning used
above to obtain (4), we obtain for k»L ' and for
Re t (x) that
uct of the velocity fields,
K(x,x') =(v(x) (g) v(x')) (i2)
and from this the empirical (vector) eigenfunctions are
then given by
„K(x,x') I( I"'(x')dx' =),„II)'"'(x) . (i 3)
The kernel K is a Hermitian, non-negative operator, and
under mild assumptions, the empirical eigenfunctions
can be shown to form a complete orthonormal set.
Furthermore, in a well-defined sense this set, ordered by
declining eigenvalues and truncated at any point, is the
optimal partial basis set by which to represent a flow. It
follows from these properties that the energy is given by
each other, which observation becomes clear when we
note that isotropic turbulence with Kolmogorov spectrum
yields a particular case of (20): we may freely choose a
direction as the vertical z direction and (16) still holds
with @ ~ exp(iqz/L) if we quantize our Fourier modes
within a box whose vertical dimension is L/2n. If we
hold q fixed while k & becomes large, then k k & in
(12) which then becomes a special case of (20) with
fq(k:/k, , ) =const. Before illustrating and commenting
on (20) we consider one more case.
Rayleigh Benar-d (RB) convection (Refs. 28 and 29).
—We consider RB convection between parallel planes at
z=0 and L and which are held at temperatures Tp+/l. T
and Tp /l. T, respectively. The flow is taken to be un-
bounded in the x and y directions. An additional physi-
cal parameter, the Prandtl number Pr (ratio of thermal
conductivity to kinematic viscosity), enters this problem.
Again the empirical eigenfunctions take on the product
form (16). The eigenvalues now have the form
~"'/. "'k."/3 =f,(k./~;Pr), (2i)
since there is no preferred horizontal direction. There-
fore in the Kolmogorov limit we have instead of (20),
g((t) e2/3k —I I/3f (Pr) (22)
In Figs. 1-3 we plot the results of simulations of channel
flow and RB convection. Each of these cases
has a high degree of symmetry and the question of treat-
ing degeneracies arises. If we note that a slight pertur-
bation in geometry introduces a break in the degeneracy,
then it is seen that in allocating energy to individual
modes it would be inappropriate to multiply a degenerate
eigenvalue by its degeneracy. Such eigenvalues rather
should be repeated, or infinitesimally displaced a number
10—
CI
Q 0
10 =
q1r0
k k.
2/3 r —I I/3
E kg lC
10 = q 1r 1
q~1 r~2
q1r3
with
(20)
k~ =(k'+k ) '/' (i9)
As before, if it is further assumed that k & ((K, then
)."'-.'"k. ""f, (k, /k ) . -
It should be noted that no assumption of local isotropy
has been made. Nor does (20) imply that modes with
diH'erent Q are decoupled from energy exchange with
10
10
q~1 f~4
I I I I I I I I I
10
k
10
FIG. l. )(., vs the horizontal wave number k& =(k,'+k) ) '/'
for the indicated values of orientation, r =k,./k„and quantum
number, q. Data based on channel calculations of Handler and
co-workers (Refs. 25 and 26). (64 grid points in the vertical. )
Solid line corresponds to (24).
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FIG. 2. Same as in Fig, 1. Data based on channel calcula-
tion of Kim, Moin, and Moser (Ref. 27). (129 grid points in
the vertical. )
FIG, 3. k, vs k& for the Rayleigh-Benard computation of
Refs. 28 and 29. (97 grid points in the vertical. ) Solid line
corresponds to (26).
of times appropriate to account for the degeneracy.
The cases shown in Fig. 1 come from Handler, Hen-
dricks, and Leighton and Handler and correspond to
channel flow at Re =2128, based on half-channel-width.
This Reynolds number is only weakly turbulent. Here
only the first quantum number is considered and a
variety of orientations, r =(k„/kJ) ', shown [see (20)].
Although this is a numerically well-resolved flow, rela-
tively few points are seen on each plot since a separate
plot is necessary for each orientation, r. Even at this
quite low Reynolds number, a modest inertial range is
evidenced by the ——", slope which the figure shows.
The comparable one-dimensional Fourier spectra in Ref.
25 show no inertial range and are of questionable inter-
pretation because this turbulence is strongly inhomo-
geneous. Figure 2 derives from the simulation of Kim,
Moin, and Moser for a similar geometry but the sub-
stantially higher (though low) Reynolds number of
Re=3300. A more pronounced inertial range may be
seen for modes with wave number at several angles to
the mean flow and with first quantum number.
In Fig. 3 we show plots from a Benard convection
simulation for a Rayleigh number of 6.4 X 106 (and
nominal Reynolds number =10 ). In this instance we
observe a substantial inertial range. To account for finer
details of the figure, we may argue that the eA'ective
mode Reynolds number must decrease as the quantum
number increases, in consequence of more closely spaced
zero crossings. This would naturally lead to less energy
in modes with higher q, as the figure shows; and because
it starts at lower energy, a sequence of modes at a higher
fixed q shows a shorter inertial range.
The dynamical signature of an infinite inertial range is
a mode-number-independent rate of energy cascade,
from low to high mode numbers, that is local in mode-
number space. -' We have not determined to what de-
gree a constant energy cascade accompanies the finite,
approximate power-law ranges presented in this Letter.
The arguments above made use of the fact that the
flow had homogeneous directions and hence that a
Fourier decomposition is natural in those directions.
This still leaves open the question of an inertial range if
no homogeneous directions are present. We may gen-
eralize our result with a heuristic argument.
In the special case of homogeneous turbulence, in the
inertial range Eq. (9) states that the average energy of a
single sinusoidal mode at wave number k scales as
8 Ix: k ''t . But the Fourier modes that have mode en-
ergies larger than the energy found at wave number k
are those with smaller k, which may be counted in num-
ber as
A'
~ k, whence k ~ N'i . (23)
Therefore, in the case of homogeneous turbulence, when
k is substituted out in favor of N,
(24)
Theoretical arguments can be advanced which suggest
that this result may be universal. In particular, as index
increases, with some generality eigenfunctions become
locally sinusoidal in regions where they show large am-
plitudes. In Fig. 4 we present Xz of Eq. (13) versus N
for four large-scale simulations. In each case the dashed
line corresponds to the ——", power law of (24). We
must remember that if context makes wave numbers ap-
propriate, then the extent of an inertial range in
equivalent ~ave number (measured in decades) is short-
er than that shown here, by a factor of 3 according to
Eq. (23).
Figure 4, curve a, derives from the channel flow simu-
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FIG. 4. X„vs index n for (curve a) channel flow (Re =2128)
(Refs. 25 and 26), (curve b) channel flow (Re=3300) (Ref.
27), (curve e) Rayleigh-Benard convection (Ra=6.4&&10 )
(Ref. 28 and 29), (curve d) Rayleigh-Benard convection
(Ra = 46,000). Dashed lines correspond to (29) (Refs. 33 and
34). The plots have been displaced for purposes of illustration.
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